THE SOLUTION
TO TRANSFORM
YOUR BUSINESS

THE POWER TO TRANSFORM
YOUR BUSINESS WITH YOUR
PERFECT SOLUTION
Panasonic TOUGHBOOK technology has
the power to revolutionise your business;
empowering your workforce, breaking down
barriers, and letting you conquer even the
toughest environments.
The aim of ProServices is to maximise the
power of your TOUGHBOOK, allowing your
workforce to realise ultimate productivity
anywhere, anytime, without interruption.
ProServices provides customised solutions
to maximise your business capabilities.
This, combined with the proven durability of
TOUGHBOOK products and the backing of
world-class service, will ensure that your
workforce never misses a beat.

ProServices puts you in control:
• Engineer your perfect TOUGHBOOK solution.
• Customise it to your needs.
• Support every step of the way.
• Protect your investment with unparalleled
security, warranty and buyback options.

ENGINEER

CUSTOMISE

SUPPORT

PROTECT

• Solution consultancy
and design.

• Customised
branding and
kitting solutions.*

• End-to-end
deployment, tailored
to your business.

• 96 hour turnaround
for repairs as
standard.**

• Personalised BIOS,
image creation
and deployment
services.

• Multilingual
helpdesk.

• 24 hour Rapid
Replacement
Service.†

• Bespoke in-house
engineering with
extensive QA.
• Third party product
and software
integration and
certification.
• Vehicle integration
and safety testing.

• Agile custom
application
development.

• Training on products
and solutions
from the experts.
• Asset tagging
and information
management
reporting.

• Additional and
Extended Warranty
options for devices,
accessories and
batteries.
• Smart software
for real-time
device analytics.
• Unmatched
global service.

PROSERVICES

SOLUTION ENGINEERING

From the outset, our experts will work with
your business to fully understand your needs
and the challenges you face. We will draw on
our long standing experience and expertise
to design the optimum solution to maximise
your business capabilities. We know what
our technology is capable of, and we want to
ensure your business gets the most from it.

Custom Product Design
• Custom product additions, integrated
gadgets or complementary accessories
designed and developed by in-house team
of design engineers.
• Initial concept sketches can be provided
within 24-hours.
• Rapid mechanical and electrical
prototypes can be produced with in-house
3D printers and PCB machine.

3rd Party Accreditation
• Comprehensive range of 3rd party
accessories available to complement
your TOUGHBOOK solution.
• Each 3rd party component is tested
and certified by Panasonic to meet
TOUGHBOOK standards.
• Software solutions available through
network of approved ISV partners.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Deploy a customised docking solution,
complete with vehicle charger and dual
antenna pass-through to create a mobile
office for your vehicle fleet.

...LONG-STANDING EXPERIENCE
AND EXPERTISE TO DESIGN THE
OPTIMUM SOLUTION TO MAXIMISE
YOUR BUSINESS CAPABILITIES

Custom Docking Solutions
and Vehicle Integration
• Integrate your solution in your fleet of
vehicles with our range of vehicle docks
and custom vehicle mounting capability.
• Comprehensive stress and impact testing
and Panasonic certification delivers
confidence in the solution.
• End-to-end project management, from
solution analysis, and best practice
consultation, through to production
and installation.

PROSERVICES

SOLUTION CUSTOMISATION

Once we have created your perfect TOUGHBOOK solution, we will help you to personalise it to your
business needs. Your final solution is sure to improve the efficiency and productivity of your workplace,
with dedicated Panasonic project managers ensuring a simplified and seamless roll-out. Take advantage
of ProServices Solution Customisation services, including:

Customer Branding

Windows Autopilot Enrolment

• Ensure your brand stays prominent by having
your corporate logo on the lid or the bezel of
your TOUGHBOOK device.

• Panasonic is a Microsoft Cloud
Solution Provider so we can enrol your
device IDs into the Microsoft cloud
ready for Autopilot deployment.

Custom Image Creation

• New devices will not need to be
touched by your IT department - they
can be sent directly to your end users,
saving time and effort.

• Consulting and creation of bespoke OS images
for Windows devices, including user setup
information, relevant software and drivers.

Custom BIOS creation
• BIOS settings can be pre-determined, including
adding your logo to the start-up screens, and
rolled out across your whole fleet of devices.

Image Deployment Services
• A range of methods are available to preload
your corporate operating system to your fleet of
devices to ensure consistent roll-outs, including
SCCM, MDT or Ghost.

Solution Packaging
• For customers who require additional
tools and technology as part of their
TOUGHBOOK solution, we can source
and package all components in a box
or branded case.

TOUGHBOOK Omnia
• Agile, custom software development,
powered by MCL.

• A direct link to customer sites can also be
established if required.

Android Services & Support
Through our COMPASS offering we can provide
a range of customisation services and support
specifically for TOUGHBOOK Android devices.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Equip your workforce with the ultimate tough tool, with company
branded casing and corporate image installed. Include ProServices
asset tagging and Information Management bundle for maximum
device and data security in the field.

...HANDLING ALL HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE CUSTOMISATION,
INTEGRATION AND TESTING IN-HOUSE

PROSERVICES

EXPERT SUPPORT,
FROM CONCEPTION TO
DEPLOYMENT AND BEYOND

PREMIUM SUPPORT

Our goal is to deliver all the benefits of TOUGHBOOK technology to your business as quickly and conveniently
as possible, increasing your efficiency from day one.
As well as handling all hardware and software customisation, integration and testing in-house, we will also
support you every step of the way with our portfolio of world-class services:

MANAGED ROLL-OUT

ASSET TAGGING

• Centralised deployment of all devices,
accessories and software ensuring your
solution can be fully utilised from day one.

• Asset and device information is printed
onto standard or bespoke labels and
applied to units before they leave the
factory to reduce the chance of theft.

• Devices / Solutions can be sent out in
batches, to individual sites or even direct
to end-user addresses.

BESPOKE DOCUMENTATION
• Pictorial quick-start guides; product training
presentations and other training materials
can be supplied in multiple languages.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
• Multilingual helpdesk for first line support.
• Expert in-country support from local Sales
Engineers who can deliver training, provide
troubleshooting or perform retrofits.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Guarantee minimal disruption to your workforce
by allowing ProServices to deploy your
corporate image across your fleet of devices,
including the migration of individual user data
to each device. Let us then deliver to each user
so they are ready to go out of the box.

SIM INSTALLATION
• SIM cards can be sourced, activated and
installed into devices before they leave
the factory to ensure devices are ready
for use on arrival.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
• Recording and reporting of IMEI
numbers, MAC addresses and other
device/component information to keep
track of devices once deployed within
the organisation.

PROSERVICES

...AN UNPARALLELED TURNAROUND TIME
WHEN A REPAIR IS REQUIRED AND AN
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF WARRANTY OPTIONS

PROTECT

Our products are fit for purpose and have the lowest failures rates in the market. However, we also want
to eliminate downtime for your business, ensuring your workforce always has the tools they need to do
their jobs. We also want to protect your investment.
That is why we provide an unparalleled turnaround time when a repair is required and offer an extensive
range of warranty options designed to meet your business needs and extend the lifecycle of your device.

REPAIRS

WARRANTY OPTIONS

• 96-hour total turnaround time as
standard for in-warranty repairs**
(includes logistics) to anywhere
in Europe.

• Extend the standard warranty of your
product up to 5 years, for maximum
investment protection.

• Online “Service Cloud” portal
(https://toughbook.custhelp.com/)
for round the clock access to repair
and warranty statuses.
• Simple repair process with ability
to request next day collection of
device via logistics partner, DHL.

RAPID REPLACEMENT SERVICE
• When 96 hours is just not quick
enough, critical devices can be
replaced within 24 hours from a
pre-requested buffer stock.‡
• Repaired devices used to replenish
buffer stock or returned to the
original user, helping to eliminate
your downtime.

• Comprehensive Accidental Damage
warranty options cover your device in
the event of accidental breakage.
• Custom Warranty options also available
including Vehicle dock warranties and a
Smart Battery Warranty.

RECYCLING SERVICE
• We can recycle obsolete devices on your
behalf, saving you recycling costs.
• Devices are disposed of safely and in
accordance with ISO environmental
standards and we will provide you with
evidence of disposal afterwards.

SMART ESSENTIALS
• Get intelligent, actionable insights into
your TOUGHBOOK fleet with 3 modules that
analyse device and battery behaviour, health
and attributes in real time.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Ensure your mobile workforce is always productive with tough, branded technology backed by our
Smart Battery Warranty. Don’t let old, under-performing batteries slow you down.

Let TOUGHBOOK
ProServices transform
the productivity of your
workforce with the
ultimate business tool.
Contact us or your TOUGHBOOK partner
today and start creating your perfect
TOUGHBOOK solution.
proservices@eu.panasonic.com
www.toughbook.eu/proservices

* Available on certain devices and on a project basis | ** Best-effort endeavour with 90% success | ‡ Subject to commercial terms and restrictions

